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Background
People with mental disorders evince excess mortality due to
natural and unnatural deaths. The relative life expectancy of
people with mental disorders is a proxy measure of
effectiveness of social policy and health service provision.
Aims
To evaluate trends in health outcomes of people with serious
mental disorders.
Method
We examined nationwide 5-year consecutive cohorts of
people admitted to hospital for mental disorders in Denmark,
Finland and Sweden in 1987–2006. In each country the risk
population was identified from hospital discharge registers
and mortality data were retrieved from cause-of-death
registers. The main outcome measure was life expectancy at
age 15 years.
Results
People admitted to hospital for a mental disorder had a twoto threefold higher mortality than the general population in

In most high-income countries mental health services have been
transformed from hospital-centred to integrated communitybased services. Social inclusion and empowerment of people with
mental disorders have gradually replaced institutional care and
paternalistic attitudes. However, evidence to support or challenge
the change in mental health policy is scant and system-level
outcome studies are rare.1 People with mental disorders evince an
excess mortality, due to both death from disease and medical conditions and death from injury.2 The excess mortality among people
with mental disorders can only partially be explained by an increased
risk of suicide. In Finland a longitudinal cohort study with a followup period of 17 years indicated a 50% mortality increase for those
with a diagnosed mental disorder, mainly due to respiratory and
cardiovascular disorders.3 Among people with schizophrenia,
Finnish and Swedish population cohort studies have reported a
mortality rate for diseases and medical conditions more than double
that of the general population, even when adjusted for lifestyle risk
factors.4–7 A nationwide Danish register study reported excessive
mortality among people admitted to hospital for schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder and major depressive disorder.8 The findings of
the Nordic studies are not unique. Unanimously, studies across
Europe have replicated the finding of excessive mortality, both in
psychiatric hospital in-patients,9–12 discharged patients,13,14 and
in patients with mental disorders in primary care.15
Life expectancy is determined by factors affecting health such
as lifestyle, environment, health literacy and access to healthcare.
A gap in life expectancy between psychiatric patients and the
population at large is a proxy indicator of the effectiveness of
policy, services and health promotion actions, including suicide
prevention, directed at this disadvantaged population. A
{

See editorial, pp. 441–442, this issue.

all three countries studied. This gap in life expectancy was
more pronounced for men than for women. The gap
decreased between 1987 and 2006 in these countries,
especially for women. The notable exception was Swedish
men with mental disorders. In spite of the positive general
trend, men with mental disorders still live 20 years less, and
women 15 years less, than the general population.
Conclusions
During the era of deinstitutionalisation the life expectancy
gap for people with mental disorders has somewhat
diminished in the three Nordic countries. Our results support
further development of the Nordic welfare state model, i.e.
tax-funded community-based public services and social
protection. Health promotion actions, improved access to
healthcare and prevention of suicides and violence are
needed to further reduce the life expectancy gap.
Declaration of interest
None.

successful national mental health strategy and service provision
should be reflected as a narrowing of the mortality gap. We set
out to evaluate the effectiveness of the mental health policies of three
Nordic countries (total population about 20 million persons) by
analysing nationwide life expectancy trends among people with
at least one hospital admission due to a mental disorder.
The Nordic countries are highly developed welfare states with
a long tradition of egalitarian health and welfare policies.
Improvements in mental health and mental health services have
been on the agenda in these countries during recent decades.
Mental health services have undergone a thorough reform, from
an emphasis on psychiatric institutional care to the current
emphasis on out-patient care and social participation. The
reduction in numbers of hospital beds for psychiatric patients
(Fig. 1), especially for those with long-term disorders, has been
met by an increase of psychiatric treatment in primary care and
by growth in housing institutions provided by social care.16
Overall, the reform of mental healthcare has changed living
conditions for people with mental disorders profoundly and one
can therefore expect an effect on life expectancy. Despite these
reforms, few studies have addressed trends in mortality among
people with mental disorder, and their findings have been
inconsistent.17,18 To evaluate the achievements of the Nordic
mental healthcare reforms, we studied the life expectancy of
people with mental disorders in Denmark, Finland and Sweden.

Method
Case definition
Cases included were identified from discharge diagnoses recorded
in the nationwide hospital registers. The Nordic countries use the
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The Finnish hospital discharge register includes data on all
in-patient episodes on an individual level since 1969. For
diagnosis, ICD-8 was used during the period 1969–86, ICD-9
during the period 1987–95 and ICD-10 from 1996 onwards. The
register has been found to be a valid and reliable tool for
epidemiological research.22 The Finnish cause-of-death register
records data on the deaths of all citizens and permanent residents
in Finland; it has a high level of completeness. All diagnoses of the
causes of death have to pass a routine validation carried out by
Statistics Finland and unclear cases are judged by a panel.23
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Fig. 1 Psychiatric hospital beds per 100 000 inhabitants in
Denmark, Finland and Sweden 1987–2007.

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) for definition and
classification of psychiatric and physical diseases in their hospital
discharge registers. During the period 1987–2006 three ICD
versions were used in Nordic hospital discharge and cause-ofdeath registers. We used the main diagnoses recorded for each
hospital admission, and categorised them according to ICD-10
diagnostic groups.19 The diagnoses in ICD-8 and ICD-9 were
transformed to ICD-10 diagnoses.
All cases of patients with a primary diagnosis of any mental
disorder (ICD-10 codes F00–F69) were retrieved from the
hospital registers. Patients with a diagnosis of intellectual disability
(F70–79) at any point were excluded. Hospital admissions due to
organic mental disorders such as dementia (F00–09) resulted in
exclusion of the patient’s data, starting from the first admission
due to dementia and any episode afterwards. Cases of intellectual
disability and dementia were excluded because of the high risk of
premature mortality inherent to the organic nature of these
conditions.
Causes of death
In each country studied, information on cause of death is recorded
in a national register. The main cause of death is based on the
information available in the death certificate. The causes of death
are checked by medically trained personnel in each of the study
countries. For this study we analysed separately deaths from
diseases and medical conditions (ICD-10 codes A00–R99), suicide
(X60–84) and external causes other than suicide (V01–Y98,
excluding X60–84).
Nordic registers
Denmark

The Danish psychiatric central register covers all psychiatric
in-patient facilities in Denmark and has been computerised since
1969.20 The diagnostic system used until 1993 was ICD-8, replaced
in 1994 by the ICD-10 classification. The Danish cause-of-death
register contains computerised information about all deaths of
Danish citizens and residents, date of death, place of death and
cause of death. It has a high level of completeness and its validity
has been evaluated with excellent results.21
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The Swedish hospital discharge register covers all hospitals in
Sweden. It contains data on all hospital admissions and discharge
diagnoses according to ICD since 1987. For diagnosis, ICD-9 was
used during the period 1987–96 and ICD-10 from 1997 onwards.
The register has a high level of completeness.24 The Swedish causeof-death register contains information about deaths of all Swedish
residents classified according to ICD-9 and ICD-10. The coding
error estimated from a sample of deaths was approximately 3%.25
Statistical analysis
The observation period started on 1 January 1987 and ended 31
December 2006, and was further divided in four 5-year periods:
1987–91, 1992–6, 1997–2001 and 2002–6. The risk population
was formed for each 5-year period separately, including all
patients with at least one hospital admission due to a mental
disorder during the 5-year period. Mortality rates were calculated
for age groups 15–29 years, 30–44 years, 45–59 years, 60–74 years
and 75 years or more. We used the Nordic standard population in
2000 for standardising mortality rates.26 The standardised
mortality rates among mental health patients were compared with
general population mortality rates,27 calculating observed/
expected ratios. For people at risk, i.e. patients admitted to
hospital for a mental disorder, we calculated life expectancy at
age 15 years and for ages 15–64 years, separately for men and
women, using Wiesler’s method with 1-year age stratification.28
Life expectancies were aggregated for each 5-year study period
to diminish random variation. We used published World Health
Organization life expectancy data (http://data.euro.who.int/hfadb)
for general population comparisons.
Results
People with a mental disorder severe enough to justify hospital
admission had a two- to threefold mortality compared with that
of the general population in each country. Our results indicated
that life expectancy of people with mental disorders had increased
in all three countries. The life expectancy gap of people with
serious mental disorders decreased between 1987 and 2006, with
the exception of male patients in Sweden (Fig. 2). This gap is
wider for men than for women, regardless of country and time
period (Tables 1 and 2).
The trends in relative mortality in each age group reflected the
trends in the whole population. In Denmark there was a notable
reduction of mortality risk among young people with mental
disorders. In Finland a favourable trend was seen among women
of all age groups, but the mortality trend for men was clearly less
favourable. In Sweden the picture was more diverse: the relative
mortality risk improved among women younger than 45 years,
but a slight worsening was seen among older women. Among
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Fig. 2 Total life expectancy among psychiatric patients and general population in Denmark, Finland and Sweden 1987–2006 at 15 years
of age.

Swedish men with mental disorders the relative risk of death
increased over time, except for those over 75 years old.
At the beginning of the study period the life expectancy of
people with mental disorders was lower in Denmark and
Finland than in Sweden. During the study period the life
expectancy of people with mental disorders increased by about 7
years in Denmark and Finland, but increased by only half of that
in Sweden. In spite of this, in 2002–6 the life expectancy gap of
people with mental disorders was still greater in Denmark than
in the other two countries. In Sweden the increase in life
expectancy among men equalled the increase in the general
population, but there was no sign of a reduction in the men’s life
expectancy gap. The relative risk of suicide and other external
causes increased among men with mental disorders. In spite of
the positive developments, Nordic men with mental disorders still
live 20 years less, and Nordic women 15 years less, than the general
population, due to excess mortality in all categories of causes of
death.

Discussion
In the Nordic countries the transition from psychiatric hospital
care to community-based mental health services has been
supported by a high level of social security and reasonable access
to public primary care services. In addition to public healthcare, a
comprehensive range of social services, including supported
housing and social activities, is provided by the local authorities
(the municipalities). The annual number of in-patients has
remained largely unchanged over time despite the decrease in
the number of hospital beds. This is explained by the decrease
in average length of stay in psychiatric hospitals. There has been
a decrease in the number of long-stay patients in psychiatric
hospital care. The decrease in the number of beds has been
accompanied by the development of community care. Community
mental health services were implemented gradually from the
mid-1980s and were fully implemented at the end of the 1990s,

although community care development was slowed in Finland
and Sweden by the economic recession in the beginning of the
1990s. In Finland, for instance, the number of out-patient mental
health visits approximately doubled during the study period.29

Mortality determinants
Several explanations for the excess mortality among people
with mental disorders have been suggested. These include an
unhealthy lifestyle,30 inadequate access to good-quality physical
healthcare,31,32 and a culture of not taking physical disease into
consideration when treating psychiatric patients.33 The excess
mortality also reflects multiple vulnerabilities. People with mental
disorders are more often poor, unemployed, single and
marginalised, all known risk factors for poor health and
premature mortality.34
Our data show a temporal association between deinstitutionalisation and increases in life expectancy among people
admitted to hospital for a mental disorder. Stigma underlies many
of the barriers to healthcare access.35 Deinstitutionalisation and
destigmatisation of mental disorders are mutually interlinked,
and a specific effect of destigmatisation, with effects on helpseeking behaviour and healthcare supply to people with mental
disorders, cannot be ruled out as the cause of increased life
expectancy. In 2006 a Europe-wide opinion poll reported that
attitudes towards people with mental disorders were more positive
among residents of northern and western Europe, including the
Scandinavian countries.36 We believe that the development of
community care may have contributed to more favourable
attitudes towards people with mental disorders.
Life expectancy is related to social capital and income equity.
In the European Union the Nordic countries have the highest
levels of formal as well as informal social capital.37 Contrary to
the decline in social capital reported from some other Western
countries during the study period, no such decline has been
reported from the Nordic countries.38 Social inequalities in health
have remained largely unchanged in the Nordic countries in spite
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of the economic recession at the beginning of the 1990s.39 Our
results thus do not seem to reflect major changes in the social
determinants of health.
Data from Russia indicate a strong link between trends in
premature mortality and alcohol consumption, especially in
men.40 However, over the study period the consumption of strong
spirits decreased slightly in Sweden only (from 1.3 l to 1.2 l pure
alcohol per person aged 15 years and over) and the consumption
of strong spirits increased in Denmark and Finland.41 It therefore
does not seem plausible that the positive developments in life
expectancy depend on population-level changes in the use of
alcohol.
Suicide prevention policies
Our rather disturbing data from Sweden indicate that during a
period of 20 years no progress in reducing the life expectancy
gap for men with mental disorders has occurred. We show that
the relative risk for death by suicide or other external causes has
increased among Swedish men with a mental disorder when
compared with Swedish men in general. Suicide mortality
decreased considerably in all three countries during the
observation period.26 Males are more likely to die by suicide,
and our data indicate that suicide among men with mental
disorders decreased somewhat more than suicides in the general
population in Denmark and Finland, but not in Sweden. A
small-area analysis from Finland indicated that improved
community care contributed to the reduced risk of suicide among
people with mental disorders.42 Transition to community care
may have been less successful in Sweden than in the two
other countries; observations indicate that in Sweden local
municipalities in many instances failed to provide community
services to discharged long-term patients, and a major national
psychiatry development programme was initiated in 2006 to
mitigate the problems.43 National suicide prevention action plans
were developed in all three countries (Finland in 1991, Sweden in
1995 and Denmark in 1998), but the implementation actions were
more strongly backed up by governments in Denmark and
Finland than in Sweden.44 The lack of a strongly implemented
Swedish suicide prevention policy may in part explain why suicide
prevention among the male population with mental disorders
failed in Sweden but has been successful in Denmark and Finland.
Gender effects
Our data also indicate gender-specific effects. The increase in life
expectancy in people with mental disorders was lower among men
than among women in all three countries. The gender effect may
reflect differences in seeking help from community health services;
European studies have indicated that women talk to a health
professional about mental health issues twice as often as men.45
It may also reflect the gender-specific nature of mental disorders:
in general, women tend to have more affective disorders and men
to have more substance use disorders.46 If the shift to communitybased service is less beneficial for people with substance use
disorders, this would result in a disadvantage for men with mental
disorders.
Study limitations
This study benefited from stable healthcare systems and cause-ofdeath registers with full population coverage, but comparability
between countries may be compromised by differences in
healthcare systems such as variations in referral practices. Caution
should be exerted when comparing absolute numbers, but trends
constitute a more robust comparative measure. Our data sources

were limited to three of the Nordic countries. We were unable
to include data from Norway because data on hospital discharges
in the Norwegian patient register did not include the personal
identification codes needed for register linkage until 2009.47
Our case identification was based on hospital discharge
registers, and thus people with mental disorders who had not been
admitted to hospital or diagnosed in the period from 1987 to 2006
were not included in our data. Less serious non-hospitalised cases
of mental disorders, possibly with a better life expectancy
outcome, are not included. Changes in health systems and
diagnostic practices may cause heterogeneity over time in the
composition of the risk population in our study, but the stable
number of in-patients over the study period indicates that the
composition of the in-patient populations had not undergone a
major shift. Autopsy rates have declined in the Nordic countries
during the study period, but the rate of deaths lacking a cause
of death in the registers remains small, ranging from 0.2% in
Finland to 0.8% in Sweden and 1.1% in Denmark.
We caution against bold generalisation of our findings to
other countries, as the beneficial effects seen in relation to
deinstitutionalisation of psychiatry in the three Nordic countries
may be highly contextual and dependent on socioeconomic
protective factors which are stronger in these than in many other
countries. Such possible protective factors include strong welfare
policies, good social protection, high level of social capital and
beneficial population attitudes towards people with mental
disorders.
Implications of the study
Life expectancy is a coarse measure of how society succeeds in
meeting the needs of people with mental disorders. Our data
indicate progress in Denmark and Finland, and among women
in Sweden. At the same time our study highlights that progress
has been modest, and that the mortality gap among men in
Sweden remains owing to a failure to prevent suicide and deaths
due to violence or accidents in this group. Reforms that lead to
closure of psychiatric institutions have an inherent risk of
abandoning patients to their own devices. Our results show that
deinstitutionalisation can be implemented while maintaining or
even improving the life expectancy of people with mental
disorders across countries. In spite of the transition of mental
health services, however, the life expectancy gap has remained
largely unchanged over 20 years, and major health inequalities
persist between people with mental disorders and the rest of the
population.
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